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Introduction: The ClC-1chloride channel 1plays a key role in sarcolemma’s electrical stability. Loss of function mutations of 
ClC-1gene causes hyperexcitability of skeletal muscle that induce myotonia-like symptoms (Imbrici et al., Front Cell Neurosci 
2015). An alteration of ClC-1is correlated with other muscle syndromes. For example some drugs as statins that can modify 
the ClC-1gene expression contribue to increased risk of rhabdomyolysis in treated patients (Camerino et al., Front Pharmacol. 
2017). Also, the prolonged bed rest induces an alteration of skeletal muscles that involves also a modification of expression and 
function of ClC-1. The ClC-1gene expression and the resting chloride conductance (gCl), are phenotype-dependent, these are 
higher in fast twitch muscles as extensor digitorum longus (EDL) than in slow twitch muscles as soleus (SOL). The ClC-1function 
is regulated by protein kinase C (PKC) that induces channel closure phosphorylating it (Camerino et al., Pflugers Arch 2014). 
The aim of this study is to perform a systematic analysis of the gene and protein expression of ClC-1as well as of the modulation 
by PKC and the cellular localization in SOL and EDL rat muscles, from birth to ageing.

Methods: We performed a systematic analysis of gene and protein expression of ClC-1by qPCR and western blotting, in SOL 
and EDL muscles in rats at 1-day of life (birth), 7-days of life  (neonatal age), 12-days of life (neonatal-weaning age), 2-months 
of life (young-adult age), 8-months of life (adult age) and 27-months of life (old age). In addition we examined also the mRNA 
of PKC alpha and Theta, and ClC-1fiber localization was evaluated by double-immunofluorescence analysis.

Results: Our data show that ClC-1expression is not definitive at birth, and the trend of ClC-1during the muscles development 
is strongly phenotype dependent. In EDL muscles the ClC-1gene and protein expression increases by 10-fold starting at 7-days 
of rats life until adult age. Differently, in SOL muscles the ClC-1gene and protein expression remain constant until 33-days of 
life, and after, it increases by 5-fold to reach the adult value. Aging induces a down-regulation of gene and protein ClC-1by 
about 50% in both SOL and EDL muscles, in line with previous results (De Luca et al., Pflugers Arch. 1994). We examined the 
mRNA of PKC-theta which follows the same trend of ClC-1gene expression except for the stage of old age when the PKC-theta 
increases by about 50% in both SOL and EDL muscles. Differently, the PKC-alpha mRNA increases only after young-adult age 
when it remains constant until old age. To observe ClC-1fiber localization we performed double-immunofluorescence analysis 
in EDL and SOL muscles by using the sarcolemmal beta-dystroglycan as reference. We found a membrane and cytoplasmic 
localization of ClC-1from birth to neonatal-weaning age that becomes perfectly localized only on plasma membrane in young-
adult age.

Conclusions: These results suggest that the ClC-1has a key role in the induction of correct muscles phenotype development 
during the muscle growth and that the ClC-1modulation by different isoforms of PKC is age-dependent. This study represents 
a point of comparison helpful for the identification of accurate pharmacological strategies for all the pathological situations in 
which ClC-1protein is altered such as myotonia, sarcopenia, disuse and the muscular toxic effect of drugs.


